Water, water, everywhere

Digital collection development for “drought prevention”
Scope of the problem
Scope of the problem (II)

Link rot

Drops, waterfalls and oceans
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EEMs

Web Archiving

LOCKSS-USDOCS
EEMs

- Everyday Electronic Materials
- Serendipitous fugitive collection
- Currently tracking 8 agencies (from lostdocs.freegovinfo.info)
- Collecting the Web 1 drop at a time!
Increasing analytic capacity of state and local law enforcement agencies: moving beyond data analysis to create a vision for change
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1 online resource (20 pages) : color illustrations
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Harvesting the ocean

• Harvesting Websites since 2007 with Archive-it
  ▪ Fugitive agency sites (GAO, EPA, NACA/NASA, NBII etc)
  ▪ FOIA reading rooms and FOIA’d documents
  ▪ CRS Reports
  ▪ US Budget
  ▪ Climate change and environmental policy
  ▪ FRUS
  ▪ https://archive-it.org/organizations/159
Creating FDLP reservoirs

Creating FDLP reservoirs (II)

- Things everyone can/should do:
  - Keep track of your favorite agency’s publications/data
  - Submit fugitives to GPO (and lostdocs.freegovinfo.info!)
  - Save documents to local Web servers and/or upload to the Internet Archive (“seeding the cloud”)
  - Build Web-harvested collections that your local community wants/needs
  - Join LOCKSS-USDOCS

This is YOUR FDLP. Participate!
Colophon

“...let us save what remains: not by vaults and locks which fence them from the public eye and use in consigning them to the waste of time, but by such a multiplication of copies, as shall place them beyond the reach of accident.”

— Thomas Jefferson, February 18, 1791
Further reading

• “Digital Deposit.” http://freegovinfo.info/taxonomy/term/3
• http://lockss-usdocs.stanford.edu
• When we depend on pointing instead of collecting. http://freegovinfo.info/node/3900